Abstract. In this paper we analyze an implicit finite difference scheme for the mixed initial-value Dirichlet problem for a system of two conservation laws with artificial viscosity. The system we consider is a model for'isentropic flow in one space dimension.
Notice that, by (1.4), Sc is convex. Also, if c' < c, then .Sc C interior (5C').
See Figure 1 .
Figure 1
So for appropriate data and boundary values, v(x, t) will be bounded below and the nonlinear term p(v) will be under control. If we assume in addition that d > 0, then the necessary a priori bounds on the solution can be derived which can be used to show that a smooth solution of (1.1)-(1.3) exists for all time. See [2] .
We therefore take «0 and u0 to be smooth functions satisfying the boundary conditions (1.3) such that . vo(x).
for all * and for some c > 0, which will be fixed throughout. It follows then that We make the convention that UQ = UN+X = Ub so that F(U0) = F(UN+X) = 0. Notice that L(U) is defined only if each u-component of U is positive. For our purposes it is sufficient to regard L as mapping 5^ into R2N.
In Section 2 we prove that, under appropriate mesh conditions, (1.10) has a unique solution U" & S^ provided that Un_1 G Sf?. Thus, the approximants exist for all tí. In the course of doing this, we also establish the invariance of S^ for the following auxiliary schemes (in reverse order):
and for the conservation-law case d = 0, unk -v<u"k-¡ + u«kz\)
Also in Section 2 we discuss briefly a practical method for computing the solution of (1.10).
In Section 3 we imitate the energy estimates of [2] and show that the solution of (1.10) decays to Ub uniformly in *, exponentially in time. In Section 4 we derive two 0(A*2) error estimates in the £2-norm: the first grows exponentially in time and the second, proved under the hypothesis that the set {v0(x): x G [0, L] } has small diameter, is independent of time. The result of Section 3 then shows that the second error estimate eventually becomes applicable.
2. The Invariance of Sc . In this section we prove that, under appropriate conditions on the mesh, S^ is invariant for each of the schemes (1.10), (1.12)-(1.14).
This result is most easily established for the explicit scheme (1.14), in which the computation of Uk involves the values of U"-1 at only two nodes. Fortunately, the invariance of S^ for (1.14) will lead in a natural way to the same invariance for the other schemes. We denote the mesh ratios by Ar o At (2.1) a=-and ß= -• Theorem 2.1. If a < l/yj-p'ic), then S^ is invariant for (1.14).
Proof. We introduce the function U: S2 -> R2 by
More specifically, letting U, = [ '] and {/= [" ],
viUx,U2) = \ivx +v2)+^iu2-ux).
The scheme (1.14) may therefore be written Ul= üiU»kzl,U»kz{);
and the assertion of the theorem is that U1, U2 G Sc implies UiUx, U2) G Sc.
By way of preliminaries, we have from (1.4) and our hypothesis on a that (2-3) aV-P'(v) < 1 for c < v, with equality only iX v = c. Also by (1.4),
Finally, we define
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The general case of the theorem will follow easily from the special case that Ux, U2 G bSc. This special case is proved in Steps I-IV below, and is extended to the general case in Steps V and VI.
Step I. 
We need to show that c < v implies U(v) G Sc. This will follow from the following four facts: (See Step II. The theorem is true if ux = g(vx) and u2 = -g(v2). Step I and is, therefore, in Sc.
Step II will follow by establishing the existence of v* > c such that To do this notice that v < v* implies f(v) </(i>*) so that v + ag(v) < vx -ag(vx).
Halve this inequaUty and add lív to obtain
This estabUshes (2.12) and proves (a). The proof of (c) is similar.
Proof of (b). Since (a) is true and since U(c) G S , we need only show that U(v*) is above the curve 77 = -g(u). That is, we need to prove that U(v*) > -g(v(v*)).
It follows easily from (2.9) and (2.10) that v(v*) = v*. The requirement then is that (2.13) ü(v*)>~g(v*).
To prove this, substitute (2.14)
(this is (2.10)) into (2.9) to obtain
by (2.3) and the fact that vx > v*, which is obvious from (2.14). Thus, (2.13) holds, (b) is proved, and
Step II is completed.
Steps III and IV. These are the same as Steps I and II but with g replaced by -g in the hypotheses. The proofs are similar and so are omitted.
Step V. The theorem is true if Ux G dSc.
To prove this, fix Ux G dSc and let U2 = [ " ] with u varying between ~g(v2) and g(v2) to obtain a curve U(UX, U2) = U(u). From (2.2) this curve is a line whose endpoints, by Steps I-IV, are in Sc. The whole Une is in Sc because Sc is convex.
Step VI. The general case. Fix U2 G Sc and let Ux = [ " ] with u varying between -g(vx) and g(vx). Again the resulting curve U(u) = U(UX, U2) is a line whose endpoints, by
Step V, are in Sc. Hence, so is the whole Une. D Analogous one-sided estimates for the scheme (1.14) for more general conservation systems are derived in [3] . There the condition on a is more stringent than that of Theorem 2.1, which is the usual Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition.
We turn now to the other schemes discussed in Section 1, assuming that d > 0.
Corollary 1. If ß < I ¡2d and Ax < 2d/\J-p'(c), then S¿ is invariant for the explicit scheme (1.13).
Proof. Using the definition of ]_, (1.11), (1.13) can be written
If we assume by induction that Uk ~1 G Sc for all k, then the brackets is in Sc by the theorem and our hypothesis on A*. The assumption about ß then shows that Uk is a convex combination of points of Sc. D Corollary 2. // Ax < 2d/\/-p'ic), then S^ is invariant for the semidiscrete scheme (1.12). see (1.6).
We shall require the following technical lemma.
Lemma. Assume that Ax < 2d/\J-p'(c). Let U G S^ and suppose that rk(U) = 0 (or sk(U) = 0) for some k. Then
(Here V is the gradient with respect to U, and (,) is the usual inner product on R2N.)
Proof. Let U(r) be the solution of the semidiscrete scheme (1.12) with U(0) = U. Then for smaU positive t, U(i) G 5^ by CoroUary 2 above, so that 0 < 7^(U(r)) for such t. From Taylor's theorem, then, Since rk(U) = 0, the result follows. The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.2. Assume that Ax < 2d¡\¡-p(c) and that a < [max(l, -p'(c))] ~l. Then given U"-1 G S^, there is a unique U" G S^ solving the implicit scheme (1.10).
Proof. We attempt to solve (2.18)
(Jl is the Jacobian matrix of i with respect to U).
It is obvious that (2.19) has a solution for r near 0. If the solution fails to exist up to r = At, then one of the foUowing must occur:
(a) U(t) exits the set on which L is defined and Lipschitz (some u-component of ü(t) approaches 0); (b) I -tJ L fails to be invertible; If U(t) does not remain in 5^, then for some t0 > 0 and for some k, rk(U(T0)) = 0 (or sk(U(T0)) = 0) with rk(U(T0 + e)) < 0 (or sk(U(r0 + e)) > 0) for small positive e. We shall consider only the first case. It is then an easy matter to show that there is a cx < c with We would then have from (2.17) and (2.18) that
But rk (U(tj)) = 0, and the lemma applied to U¡ítx) with c replaced by cx (this is where we use (2.21)) shows that r£ (U"-1) < 0. This is false because since U"_16Sf, rkiü"~l) > 0; and this implies that rk (U"_1) > 0; see Figure 4 . 
where / = /F (U ') for some U' G S^ (note that F is nonlinear only in v so that the mean-value theorem applies). Above we argued that the matrix multiplying (U" -V")
is invertible, so that U" -I/" = 0. D
We now consider the problem of implementing (1.10). That is, given U n-l S™, how do we compute the solution U" of (2.23) Un = Un-i + A^(U")?
The simplest method would be the following fixed point iteration. Write AtL = ßdb2 + aöF/2 and compute or (2.24)
where presumably U^0^ = U"-1. Notice that the computation of U(m^ involves only the solution of linear equations and that the relevant matrix is fixed. Furthermore, if a is sufficiently smaU, the iteration function of (2.24) will be a contraction. In fact, the required condition on a is precisely the hypothesis of Theroem 2.2, as a simple computation wiU show. We would, therefore, expect the U^ to converge to a vector Un which by continuity solves (2.23).
There is a difficulty with all of this, however. The condition a < [max(l, -p'(c))] ~1 does guarantee that the iteration function of (2.24) has Lipschitz constant less than 1, but only for arguments U which are in 5^. And we do not know that the itérants U(m) remain in Sf.
One way of circumventing this difficulty is the foUowing. Define
Figure 5
Now let F, L, and S^ be just as in (1.7), (1.6), and (1.11), but with p replaced by p. If a < [max(l, -p'(c))] ~~ ', then a < [max(l, -p '(v))] ~ * for all v, so that the iteration function of (2.24), with L replaced by L, is a contraction for all arguments. If we compute the U}"1' with L instead of L, then, we are guaranteed that uSm^ -► U", where Ü" = Li"'1 + AiZ(U"). Now apply Theorem 2.2 to conclude that U" G S^ (the requirement that p G C2 in Theorem 2.2 can be removed by a Umiting process). But p and p agree for c < v so that S% = S% and, in fact, U" G S?. But then L(U") = Z(U") so that U" satisfies the desired equation ¡Jn = U"'1 + AtL(Un). Notice that A and D axe 0(A*2) approximations to d2/dx2 and d/dx, respectively, only for functions satisfying zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. This accounts for the presence of vb and pb in (3.2) and (3.3).
Henceforth, ( •, • > and | • | will denote the usual inner product and /2-norm on RN, respectively. Also, the letter K with or without a subscript will denote a positive constant which depends only on the parameters and data appearing in (1.1)-(1.3) , but not on *, t, or the mesh parameters.
We shall require the foUowing technical facts.
Lemma. Letwondz be in RN with w¡ = z¡ = 0 for i = 0 and N + 1. 77.672 (We tacitly assume that u^ = unv+x =0 and v^ = v"^+x = vb) Our immediate goal is to estimate E" and F". 
since p' < 0. Summing over k and using (3.3), we obtain
lî we inner product (3.2) with 77" and bound <«", m"-1) by %\un\2 + lu"-1 I2), we obtain 
where A' is a constant depending on the data. The idea is that M can be estimated by F" and, as above, F" by M. The result will then foUow from the assumption (1.4). Proof. This is (3.16) with M = supfc " vk. D Corollary 2. There is a K such that E" <(1 -KAt)"E°.
Proof. From (3.6),
Also from Taylor's theorem,
Hence, using (3.6) again, we have Proof. From (3.9), (u"k)2 <K(E"Fnyi2.
Also, from (3.22) and the fact that vk is bounded,
Applying (3.9), we therefore have let E " and F" be as above.
(a) 77ie77
VF <eKt"(VËu + Kxh).
Vp<(i--Jl)"(Veü+^1/i). In each case K and Kx axe positive constants independent of*, t, Ax and Ai.
Proof. Inner product (4.1) with en to obtain H|2 ^-/ "n "n-l\ j_ n^i a "n "n\ j_ 01/ nn fn SO that e"\2 <(en,e"-1)+ßd{Ae",e")+*(Qnfn,De")+ \t"\ \e"\ (4.6) l_|e«|2<I|e"-i|2 + ßd<Ae",e") + ^<Q"f",De") + ^\e"\2 +^\r"\2, where 77 > 0 will be chosen. Similarly, (4.7) I|/"|2<I |/"-i|2 +ßd<Af",f")+a-<f",De") +hf"\2 +^-\o"\2. Proof of (a). Since \De"\2 < -4{Ae", e") by (3.5), the terms \De"\2 and (Ae", e") will cancel if we choose e = 0(Ax) (recaU the definitions of a and ß, (2.1)).
Also, <Af",f") <0 and ae|/"|2A* <KAtE". Thus, if we choose r, = O(At), it follows that E" < E"'1 +A-AÍE" +KxAth2, where we used (4.5) to estimate the t and a terms. Thus, for different K and Ä^, E" <(1 + KAt)E"~l +KxAth2, and (a) follows by induction.
Proof of (A)). Alternatively, the second brackets on the right of (4. If we choose e = 2Ax/L, then both brackets equal
where by hypothesis K is positive. Now, from (3.7), Kß[\Ae", e") + Uf",f")] Ax <-KAt(\e"\2 + I/"I2)A* = -KAtE" so that (4.9) becomes (4.10) E"<E"-1-(Ä-A7-rOE" + ^(l7"|2 + |o"|2)A*.
Choosing Tj = 0(Ar) and using (4.5), we finally have, for some positive K and Kx, E" <(1 -A-A7)E"_1 +KxAth2. Then, |e£| + \f" | < Kh for some K independent of n and k.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1(c), \fFr< Kh for all n so that from (3.9), The term \Df"\2 is bounded just as was \De"\2 in (4.17) . And the other term, by Theorem 4.1, is bounded by KAtV" < KAth2, which may be absorbed into II.
